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Comparison of treatment strategies in de novo pediatric
acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) requires standardized
measures of efficacy. Key parameters that define disease-
related events, including complete remission (CR), treat-
ment failure (TF; not achieving CR), and relapse (loss of
CR) require an updated consensus incorporating modern
diagnostics. We collected the definitions of CR, TF, and
relapse from recent and current pediatric clinical trials
for the treatment of ALL, including the key components
of response evaluation (timing, anatomic sites, detection
methods, and thresholds) and found significant heteroge-
neity, most notably in the definition of TF. Representa-
tives of the major international ALL clinical trial groups
convened to establish consensus definitions. CR should
be defined at a time point no earlier than at the end of

induction and should include the reduction of blasts below
a specific threshold in bone marrow and extramedullary
sites, incorporating minimal residual disease (MRD) techni-
ques for marrow evaluations. TF should be defined as fail-
ure to achieve CR by a prespecified time point in therapy.
Relapse can only be defined in patients who have achieved
CR andmust include a specific threshold of leukemic cells in
the bonemarrow confirmed byMRD, the detection of cen-
tral nervous system leukemia, or documentation of extra-
medullary disease. Definitions of TF and relapse should
harmonize with eligibility criteria for clinical trials in
relapsed/refractory ALL. These consensus definitions will
enhance the ability to compare outcomes across pediatric
ALL trials and facilitate development of future international
collaborative trials.

Introduction
Children with newly diagnosed acute lymphoblastic leukemia
(ALL) in high-income countries are usually treated in clinical trials
encompassing different therapeutic approaches. Treatment strat-
egies and overall results are quite comparable among national

and international study groups despite treatment variations.1-3

There is no uniform consensus on the basic definitions of response
criteria, including complete remission (CR), treatment failure
(TF, sometimes also referred to as non-CR, primary treatment fail-
ure, induction failure, or refractory disease), and relapse in pediat-
ric ALL. These definitions are highly relevant to treatment
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decisions; for example, when to conclude that the frontline ther-
apy is only partially effective (prompting stratification into a
more intensive treatment arm) or largely ineffective (prompting
use of alternative or salvage therapy). Up to approximately the
year 2000, morphologic evaluation (cytology) was the primary
method to establish the diagnosis of ALL and to assess the treat-
ment response. Twenty-five percent or more lymphoblasts in the
bone marrow (BM) defined the diagnosis of ALL and BM
relapse.4,5 Since 2000, new diagnostic methods, able to detect
leukemic cells with greater sensitivity and specificity compared
with morphology, have emerged. Molecular and immunopheno-
typic techniques can measure minimal residual disease (MRD) reli-
ably at the threshold of 1 in 10000 to 100000 cells. Response
assessment by MRD detection has become the most important
independent predictor of treatment outcome in many studies.6-8

The objective of all pediatric ALL study groups is to increase the
event-free survival (EFS) and overall survival (OS) rates and
improve short- and long-term quality of life. Because of the
numerous new therapeutic options being investigated by various
study groups worldwide, it is crucial to be able to compare results
between different protocols. Thus, standardized definitions of CR
and TF after the initial therapy (assessed after a comparable treat-
ment period) and standardized definitions of relapse after achiev-
ing CR are required. Common definitions of TF and relapse may
provide more uniform eligibility criteria for relapsed/refractory
studies. In pediatric oncology, there are other well-established
examples of uniform consensus definitions of treatment response
and failure being used routinely in clinical trials (eg, response eval-
uation criteria in solid tumors [RECIST], solid tumors; Cheson,
acute myeloid leukemia; Lugano, Hodgkin disease).9-11

A key question is which parameters in the evaluation of outcome
are most relevant in upfront ALL trials. OS (time-to-death) is impor-
tant, but it provides incomplete information. The singlemost widely
accepted parameter is EFS. The main advantage of EFS over OS is
the incorporation of clinically important outcomes in addition to
death, such as the inability to achieve CR (TF) or relapse (both of
which reflect unsatisfactory response to frontline treatment requir-
ing salvage therapy), therapy-related mortality (induction death
and death in CR, caused by resistant disease or treatment-related
toxicity), and secondmalignancies. Furthermore,OS in a clinical trial
is influenced by the efficacy of salvage therapy and thus may not
inform about the efficacy of frontline therapy.

For calculation of time-to-event from diagnosis, the following
parameters must be defined consistently: (1) CR (first CR; because
relapse can only occur if CR has been achieved); (2) primary treat-
ment failure (TF; not achieving CR at a predefined time point; eg,
end of induction or end of consolidation); and (3) relapse (re-emer-
gence of leukemia after CR has been achieved).

To address these issues, the Ponte-di-Legno (PDL) group repre-
sentatives endeavored first to collect and summarize the current
definitions of CR, TF, relapse, and other events in the pediatric
ALL study groups and then to create consensus definitions to
be used in future clinical trials.

Methods
This collaborative project of the PDL group comprises the follow-
ing study groups with their recent protocols: Associazone Italiana

Ematologia Oncologia Pediatrica (AIEOP), Berlin-Frankfurt-
M€unster group (BFM) (AIEOP-BFM ALL 2017); Intercontinental
BFM group for ALL (ALL-IC BFM) (ALL-IC BFM 2009); ALLtogether
(ALLTogether1); Co-operative Study Group (COALL) (CoALL 08-
09); Children's Oncology Group (COG) (AALL1731, AALL1732,
AALL1721); Dutch Childhood Oncology Group (DCOG) (DCOG-
ALL-11); Dana Farber Cancer Institute (DFCI) ALL Consortium
(DFCI 16-001); European Study Group for Philadelphia positive
ALL (EsPhALL)/COG (EsPhALL2017/COG (AALL1631); Japan
Children's Cancer Group (JCCG) (JPLSG-ALL-B12), Nordic Society
of Paediatric Haematology and Oncology (NOPHO) (NOPHOALL
2008); Spanish Society of Paediatric Haematology Oncology
(SEHOP Group) and Programa para el Tratamiento de
Hemopat�ıas Malignas (PETHEMA) (ALL/SEHOP-PETHEMA
2013); Soci�et�e Française de lutte contre les Cancers de l'Enfant
et de l'Adolescent (SFCE) (CAALL F01); St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital (SJCRH) (TOT-XVI); Taiwan Pediatric Oncology
Group (TPOG) (TPOG-ALL2013); andUnited KingdomAcute Lym-
phoblastic leukaemia (UKALL) (UKALL 2011 Trial).12-27

Initially, recent protocols were reviewed for the definitions of CR,
TF, relapse, and events. A summary was provided to all participant
study groups to review the definitions derived from these study pro-
tocols. In preparation for a face-to-facemeeting of the PDL group in
Zbiroh, Czech Republic, on 19 May 2019, an overview of all defini-
tions was prepared, and the first classifications were made.

Terminology
BM and central nervous system involvement The following
morphologic classifications of BM and central nervous system
(CNS) involvement with ALL were developed decades ago and
will be referred to in the presentation of the results.5,28,29

BM classification by cytomorphology is defined: (1) M1 marrow,
,5% blasts; (2) M2 marrow, $5 to ,25% blasts; (3) M3 marrow,
$25% blasts. Of note, COG has historically defined M3 marrow
as .25% blasts rather than $25% blasts.28

CNS classification by cytomorphology and/or clinical findings
(6imaging and biopsy):30 (1) CNS1, absence of blasts on cytospin
preparation in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and no clinical or imaging
findings of CNS leukemia; (2) CNS2,#5/mL nucleated cells in CSF,
cytospin preparation positive for blasts, and no clinical or imaging
findings of CNS disease; (3) CNS3: .5/mL nucleated cells in CSF
and cytospin preparation positive for blasts or clinical or imaging
findings of CNS disease. Of note, COG, EsPhALL/COG, DFCI,
NOPHO, SFCE, SJCRH, and TPOG defined CNS3 as $5/mL
nucleated cells in CSF.31

Treatment phases In most protocols, induction chemotherapy
(phase Ia in BFM-type regimens) lasts about 4 to 6 weeks and is fol-
lowed by a second phase, frequently known as consolidation phase
(phase Ib in BFM-type regimens), then a third intensification phase
often targeting the extramedullary space, and finally a fourth rein-
tensificationphase (delayed intensification) with orwithoutCNS irra-
diation, depending on risk stratification and treatment strategy. In a
small minority of cases, the latter parts of the protocol sequence are
replaced by allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation.32
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Results
Complete remission
Large differences among groups were found in definitions of CR,
reflecting differences in timing of CR assessment, in threshold lev-
els of leukemic cells to define CR, and the detection method
(Table 1; supplemental Table 1, available on the BloodWeb site).

Time point(s) of remission assessment
All study groups agreed that the earliest assessment of CR
should occur no sooner than the completion of induction che-
motherapy. Remission assessment at the end of induction is
used for risk stratification in every study group except
EsPhALL/COG. In some protocols (AIEOP-BFM ALL 2017,
ALL-IC BFM 2009, ALLTogether1, AALL1731, CoALL 08-09,

DCOG-ALL-11, NOPHO-ALL 2008, DFCI 16-001), remission
status is also explicitly re-examined at later therapy time points
for patients not in CR (eg, after high-intensity intensification
blocks).

Anatomic sites included in remission assessment
All study groups evaluate CR in BM and CNS. All groups except
SJCRH and TPOG also evaluate CR in other extramedullary sites.

Thresholds of lymphoblasts in BM
COG and ALLTogether currently use a threshold of,1% lympho-
blasts in BM as the criterion for CR. This is a newMRD-based addi-
tion to current definitions and was not used in earlier trials. All
other study groups continue to use a historical threshold of
,5% lymphoblasts in BM as a criterion for CR.

Table 1. Definition, methods, and time points for remission assessment in current treatment protocols for pediatric
ALL (remission requires fulfillment of all sites)

Anatomic sites Methods Study group Time point, d Exceptions

BM
,5% blasts in BM Cytomorphology AIEOP-BFM

ALL-IC BFM
CoALL
DCOG
DFCI
JCCG
TPOG

33, EOI
33, EOI
29, EOI
33, EOI
32, EOI
33, EOI
35-42, EOI

,5% blasts in BM Cytomorphology plus
confirmation by FCM-/
PCR-MRD/genetics

NOPHO
SEHOP-PETHEMA
SFCE
SJCRH

29, EOI
EOI
35-42, EOI
38-42, EOI

SJCRH mainly uses
FCM-MRD

,5% blasts in BM PCR-MRD
(6cytomorphology)

UKALL 29, EOI

,1% blasts in BM FCM-/PCR-MRD
(6cytomorphology)

ALLTogether
COG

EsPhALL/COG

EOI as the earliest
EOI for early CR, EOC
for late CR

End of Cons. block 3

CNS
CNS 1 Cytomorphology,

imaging, clinical
examination

Every participating study
group

See above for respective
study group

CNS 1 Cytomorphology plus
confirmation by
FCM-MRD

ALLTogether See above for respective
study group

If suspect cells are seen;
evaluation at EOC (d 71)

EM
Resolution of leukemic
infiltrates

Clinical examination,
imaging, histology

ALL-IC
COG
DCOG
JCCG
EsPhALL/COG

See above for respective
study group

DCOG: retesting of
testicular involvement
after Prot. M
NOPHO: retesting EM
involvement at d 85

Reduction of initial
leukemic mass to 1/3

Clinical examination,
imaging, histology

AIEOP-BFM
ALLTogether
CoALL
DFCI
SEHOP-PETHEMA
SFCE
UKALL

See above for respective
study group

UKALL: retesting of
testicular involvement at
wk 8

BM: bone marrow, CNS: central nervous system, d: day, EM: extramedullary sites, EOC: end of consolidation, EOI: end of induction, FCM-MRD: flow cytometric minimal residual disease,
MRD: minimal residual disease, PCR-MRD: polymerase chain reaction minimal residual disease.
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Detection methods for response assessment
BM Methods for detection of leukemic cells have been described
in the study protocols, particularly for BMassessment, and asMRD
techniques have evolved, the variability has increased. CR assess-
ment is currently based solely (without incorporating MRD meth-
odology) on cytomorphology in AIEOP-BFM, ALL-IC BFM,
CoALL, DCOG, DFCI, JCCG, and TPOG, and thus, the morpho-
logic classification of the BM in M1, M2, and M3 applies.28 In
unclear cases, alternative methods are applied. NOPHO and
SEHOP-PETHEMA initially assess the therapy response cytomor-
phologically but require confirmation of a result with ,5% lym-
phoblasts by flow cytometry (FCM). If the results differ, FCM
takes precedence.33 SFCE also examines the bone marrow cyto-
morphologically and then uses polymerase chain reaction-MRD
(PCR-MRD) as a confirmation method. SJCRH mainly uses FCM
for remission assessment. COG, ALLTogether, and UKALL con-
sider FCM- and/or PCR-MRD as the primary source of information
and only consider cytomorphological results as a backup in the
unlikely situation of failure of MRD technologies. In EsPhALL/
COG, CR is primarily determined by PCR-MRD, but backup by
FCM-MRD is permitted to assess CR if PCR-MRD was unavailable,
and lack of CR can be confirmed by cytomorphology (M2/M3) or
by an additional method (PCR-MRD, FCM-MRD, fluorescence in
situ hybridization [FISH]).33-36

CSF Cytomorphology is used by all study groups to determineCR
status in CSF. The presence of CNS leukemia is classified accord-
ing to published criteria.29,31,37 SJCRH uses indirect nuclear termi-
nal deoxynucleotidyl transferase immunofluorescence assay to
confirm the leukemic nature of blasts in CSF. ALLTogether and
CoALL recommend a differentiation of malignant and nonmalig-
nant contamination with FCM-MRD for abnormal CSF findings.38

In addition, all groups do clinical examinations and imaging in
case of neurologic symptoms. In exceptional cases where imaging
is equivocal, biopsy may be required.

Other extramedullary sites In all study groups except SJCRH
and TPOG, non-CNS extramedullary (EM) sites are examined clin-
ically by imaging, and/or biopsy to assess reduction of tumormass
or to assess a viability of residual tumor tissue histologically. ALL-
IC, COG, DCOG, JCCG, and EsPhALL/COG require a resolution
of EM leukemia. AIEOP-BFM, ALLTogether, CoALL, DFCI,
SEHOP-PETHEMA, SFCE, and UKALL require a reduction of initial
tumor mass (especially mediastinal mass) to at least one-third of
the initial size. NOPHO evaluates EM leukemia after consolidation

therapy for the first time. Some study groups (UKALL, DCOG, and
NOPHO) do not incorporate resolution of testicular disease at the
end of induction for assessment of CR; they assess testicular
response at later therapy time points for the first time.

TF
Significant differences among groups were found in definitions of
TF as events (Table 2; supplemental Table 1). Although there is a
broad consensus that TF should be defined as failure to achieve a
CR before a prespecified time point, there are significant differ-
ences in the prespecified time point.

Defining treatment time points
A uniform definition of the time points end of induction (EOI;
approximately 4 weeks from start of treatment) and end of consol-
idation (EOC; approximately 8-12 weeks from start of treatment)
appears feasible. Later time points, such as end of intensification
or end of reintensification are also potentially useful, because
the results of assessment at these time points may be used as cri-
teria for intensification of therapy or pursuit of alternative rescue
therapies.

Defining TF based on treatment time points
Some study groups consider failure to achieve CR at EOI as a TF
event for EFS analysis, whereas others do not: instead, they use
the result to stratify the patient to more intensive postinduction
therapy, and a TF event only occurs if CR is not achieved at a later
time point. This is an important limitation when trying to compare
the results of different trials, because identical end-of-induction
evaluations could lead to different EFS results for different proto-
cols. For example, JCCG, SFCE, SEHOP-PETHEMA, SJCRH, and
TPOG consider M2 or more blasts in BM at EOI as a TF event. In
COG trials, on the other hand, a TF event occurs only if CR is not
achieved after consolidation therapy (EOC). For UKALL and DFCI,
M3 marrow at EOI is considered a TF event. In AIEOP-BFM ALL,
ALL-IC BFM, CoALL, DCOG, and ALLTogether, lack of CR at
EOI has an impact on subsequent risk stratification and intensifica-
tion of postinduction treatment; however, this does not define a
TF event. In these groups, a TF event is defined as lack of CR at
various later time points.

Consensus for CR and TF
� Each studygroup shoulddefine thedecisive treatment points

EOI and EOC (and, if useful for the individual protocol, end of
intensification phase) for their protocols.

Table 2. Definitions of treatment failure events in current treatment protocols

Event Methods Study group

Induction failure (EOI) $5% blasts in BM Cytomorphology and/or FCM-/PCR-MRD or
genetics

JCCG, SEHOP-PETHEMA, SFCE, SJCRH,
TPOG

Induction failure (EOI) $25% blasts in BM See above DFCI, UKALL

No induction failure events; treatment failure is
an event if CR has not been achieved at
later timepoints

Different combinations of methods AIEOP-BFM, ALLTogether, ALL-IC-BFM,
CoALL, COG, DCOG, EsPhALL-COG,
NOPHO

BM: bone marrow, EOI: end of induction, FCM-MRD: flow cytometric minimal residual disease, MRD: minimal residual disease, PCR-MRD: polymerase chain reaction minimal residual
disease.
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� Severalmethodsareavailable toassessMRDinALL, including
quantitative polymerase chain reaction of rearranged immu-
noglobulin/T-cell receptor genes using either standard
allele-specificoligonucleotide PCR (ASO-PCR)or next-gener-
ation sequencing (NGS) technologies, reverse transcriptase-
PCR of fusion transcripts, and FCM. All these methods are
acceptable as long as standardized evaluation criteria (quality
standards) have been established.

� Definition of CR:
� CR is to be assessed no earlier than EOI
� For CR, the following is required:

� BM: MRD,1% and/or M1 cytomorphology
� CNS: CNS1
� Testes:normalizationofclinicalexamination,oraneg-

ative biopsy if clinical examination is not considered
normal.

� EM: no evidence of leukemic infiltrates as evaluated
clinically and by imaging; a preexisting leukemic mass
(mediastinal mass included) must have decreased at
least to one-third of the initial tumor volume

� CRassessment of BMshouldbeperformedby a standardized
MRD method and cytomorphology. The consensus was that
MRD measurement is now the ‘gold standard’ to assess CR
in addition to its established role in risk stratification at the
end of induction. If MRD is not available, the response is
assessed by cytomorphology. If both methods are available,
MRD generally takes precedence over cytomorphology.
Complementary methods including genetic analysis may be
used to verify CR achievement. CNS status should be based
on CSF cytomorphology (other methods such as FCM or
genetic analysis may be used in unclear cases), and clinical
neurological examination, andCNS imaging in case of neuro-
logical clinical findings. Physical examination, imaging or his-
tologic examination of a tissue biopsy should be used for the
evaluation of non-CNS EM disease.

� We propose that every study group report CR status on early
timepoints suchasendof inductionorendof consolidation to
improve comparability between trials.

� Definition of TF:
� Failure to achieve CR at a clearly predefined time point

(EOI, EOC, or other time points during intensification)
should be considered as a TF event, and this time point
should be specified at the onset of the clinical trial.

� Therewas progress toward a consensus that a TF event is
tobedefinednoearlier than theEOC,because thiswould
allow a patient not achieving CR by EOI to be offered a
consolidation therapywithagentsnotgivenduring induc-
tion in an effort to overcome blast resistance and poten-
tially achieve CR. If such a patient still does not achieve
CR after this risk-adapted consolidation phase, this could
reasonably define a TF event.

Relapse
An overview and classification of current relapse definitions
was prepared (supplemental Table 2). Obviously, a patient can
only have a relapse event after a CR has previously been
achieved. Relapse should be subclassified by anatomic sites
involved at the time of relapse: isolated BM relapse, isolated
CNS relapse, isolated testicular relapse, isolated other EM relapse
involving other anatomical sites, and various combinations of
these sites.

Historical definitions of relapse
Traditionally, isolated BM relapse has been defined as a M3 mar-
row occurring after CR with no other sites involved, with cytomor-
phology as the gold standard for defining a BM relapse.
Combined relapse has been defined as reappearance of lympho-
blasts in the BM with a threshold of$5%, with the involvement of
one or more EM sites confirmed to be leukemic by cytology/his-
tology or imaging. Isolated CNS relapse is defined as CNS3 status
(with a M1 marrow) emerging after CR. A testicular relapse is
defined as uni- or bilateral testicular enlargement with leukemic
infiltration confirmed by biopsy (required by most groups) or
imaging. Defining relapse in other EM anatomic sites (one and
more) requires biopsy (supplemental Table 3).

Change in the threshold of leukemic blasts in BM
with a suspected isolated BM relapse
Highly sensitive methods to detect leukemic cells have prompted
all study groups except JCCG and SEHOP-PETHEMA to lower the
threshold of morphologically defined blast percentage required
for BM relapse if additional conditions are fulfilled. Thus, AIEOP-
BFM, ALL-Together, CoALL, COG, DCOG, DFCI, EsPhALL/
COG, NOPHO, SFCE, SJCRH, and UKALL define BM relapse as
$5% lymphoblasts if confirmed to be leukemic by 1 (ALLTo-
gether, CoALL, COG, DCOG, DFCI, EsPhALL/COG, NOPHO,
SJCRH, UKALL) or 2 (AIEOP-BFM, SFCE) other detectionmethods
such as PCR-MRD, FCM-MRD, NGS-MRD, or genetics. ALLTo-
gether and COG define BM relapse as ,5% (but .1%) blasts
by morphology in BM if 2 additional methods indicate the
re-emergence of leukemia. If only 1 sensitive diagnostic test is
available, a repeat BM evaluation is required, with additional con-
ditions to bemet for this second BM assessment. It is important to
emphasize that all groups agreed that relapse in the absence of a
M3 morphologic result must be confirmed by specified validated
diagnostic methods.

Special features of CNS relapse
All study groups accept a single lumbar puncture (LP) with
CNS3 status as a relapse event. COG, DCOG, DFCI, SJCRH,
and UKALL also incorporate a definition of CNS relapse that
does not require CNS3. Patients with a single LP with CNS2
status after attaining CR require a second LP to be performed
1 to 4 weeks later. If this LP again shows CNS2, COG, DCOG,
SJCRH, and UKALL define this to be a CNS relapse if the pres-
ence of leukemic blasts is confirmed by FCM-MRD, FISH, and/
or indirect nuclear terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase
immunofluorescence assay. DFCI does not require a confirma-
tory test. ALLTogether and CoALL require a confirmatory test
also when CNS3 is detected.

Consensus for relapse
The following consensus was reached (Tables 3-5):

� The diagnosis of relapse can only be made if CR has been
previously achieved.

� BM:
� For the purposes of defining bone marrow relapse, the

percentage of blasts in any marrow evaluation should
be determined using a validated MRD technique if avail-
able, with cytomorphology used only as a backup.

� To define bone marrow relapse, there must be clear evi-
dence that the patient has $1% leukemic blasts in the
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bonemarrow. Thespecific conditions thatmustbemet to
provide clear evidence of $1% leukemic blasts in the
bone marrow include the following:
� If MRD testing is available, then a singlemarrow is suf-

ficient to define relapse if MRD is $25%; or MRD is
$5%with1additional sensitivediagnostic testdemon-
strating$1%blasts (FCM-/PCR-/NGS-MRDor FISHor
cytogenetics or RT-PCR of leukemic specific marker or
M2/M3morphology); orMRD is$1%with 2 additional
sensitive diagnostic tests demonstrating$1% blasts.
� If theMRDis$1%butwithout the requiredconfir-

matory tests, thena relapsecanstill bedefined if a
consecutive marrow evaluation separated by$1

weekdemonstrates$1%using 2 sensitive diagnos-
tic tests.

� If MRD testing is unavailable, then a single marrow is
sufficient to define relapse if M3 morphology or M2
morphology with 1 additional sensitive diagnostic
test demonstrating $1% blasts (FISH or cytogenetics
or RT-PCRof leukemic specificmarker) orM1morphol-
ogy with 2 additional sensitive diagnostic tests dem-
onstrating $1% blasts is present.
� If the morphology is M2 with no confirmatory tests,

then a relapse can still be defined if a consecutive
marrow evaluation separated by $1 week demon-
strates M2 morphology.

Table 3. Consensus criteria for relapse definition in pediatric ALL: BM relapse (MRD available)

BM 1 BM 2*

MRD Others MRD

$25% Not necessary to define relapse Not necessary to define relapse

Five to ,25% One other test‡ with $1% blasts Not necessary to define relapse

Five to ,25% None Two tests† with with $1% blasts

One to ,5% Two other tests† with with $1% blasts Not necessary to define relapse

One to ,5% Zero or 1 other test‡ with $1% blasts Two tests† with $1% blasts

*Second bone marrow evaluation $1 wk later.
†FCM/PCR/NGS-based MRD or FISH/karyotype/PCR demonstrating leukemia-specific marker or M2/M3 morphology.

Table 5. Consensus criteria for relapse definition in pediatric ALL: CNS relapse

CSF 1 CSF 2*

Cytomorphology Cytomorphology Others

CNS3† Not necessary to define relapse Not necessary to define relapse

CNS2 CNS2 One other positive test

*Second CSF evaluation $1 wk later.
†May be defined by cytomorphology, imaging, or biopsy.

Table 4. Consensus criteria for relapse definition in pediatric ALL: BM relapse (MRD unavailable)

BM 1 BM 2*

Cytomorphology Others Cytomorphology

M3 Not necessary to define relapse Not necessary to define relapse

M2 One other test‡ with $1% blasts Not necessary to define relapse

M2 None M2

M1 Two other tests† with $1% blasts Not necessary to define relapse

*Second bone marrow evaluation $1 wk later.
†FISH/karyotype/PCR demonstrating leukemia-specific marker.
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� CNS:
� CNS3 (by cytomorphology or imaging or biopsy)
� CNS2 on 2 consecutive cytomorphologic evaluations at

least 1 week apart with 1 additional consistent and sensi-
tive diagnostic test present in$1 of the evaluations

� Other EM sites:
� EM tumor burden, confirmed by imaging and/or biopsy.

Imaging couldbediagnostic if combinedwith other sites,
but a positivebiopsy is needed todefine relapse if it is the
only potential relapse site

� Combined relapse:
� any BM relapse combinedwith any non-BM relapse (with

each defined above)

The immediate impact of this newly agreed on consensus is illus-
trated by an example in Figure 1.

Discussion
Establishing common criteria for response and relapse assessment
in pediatric ALL is urgently needed, and the PDL group believes
that these criteria should be adopted by all study groups. The
implementation of new consensus criteria will entail significant
additional effort for most study groups. Amendments to the
respective protocols might be required, or it may be necessary
to wait until the next clinical trial is implemented. Obviously, any
prioritization techniques to determine slow response, treatment
failure, and/or relapse will depend on the availability of such diag-
nostic tests.

Currently, crucial end points in clinical trials are poorly defined.
This inhibits consistency not only in the definition of EFS but
also in eligibility criteria to enroll patients into trials for relapsed
or refractory ALL. This creates major challenges in comparing
the efficacy of the treatments in such trials. Uniform eligibility for
trials for relapsed or refractory ALL may facilitate seamless transi-
tion from upfront to second-line trials. It may also reduce the pro-
portion of patients who are taken off protocol as they previously
did not qualify for a subsequent clinical trial.

It appears no longer appropriate to require identification of$25%
BM blasts by morphology to define relapse, when an impending
relapse can be detected using sensitive, objective, highly repro-
ducible, and well-standardized MRD methods.7,39,40 The results
of trials that do not adopt these response definitions will be con-
founded if patients are being removed from protocol therapy
without meeting a protocol-specified event, which complicates
EFS comparisons. For example, individual clinicians, patients,
and their families may be unwilling to continue frontline therapy
in the face of clear evidence of recurrent disease that is not
defined as relapse in the treatment protocol. Such patients may
reasonably pursue alternative therapies (eg, chimeric antigen
receptor T cells or other immunotherapeutic approaches) before
morphologic relapse, especially because recent data suggest
that such therapies are more likely to be safe and effective in
theMRD setting than following an overt morphologic relapse.41,42

Indeed, patientsmay benefit frommore timely initiation of alterna-
tive salvage therapy. Particularly in the context of clinical trials in
relapsed or refractory ALL, uniform eligibility criteria are crucial
to compare the efficacy of alternative salvage therapies. Clear

Cytopenia
M1 marrow
FCM-MRD 4.8%
FISH: 4% with TCF3-R

Due to current criteria (in most
protocols):
- No relapse
- No event
- Removed from protocol therapy to
pursure alternative therapy and HSCT 

New Consensus:
- Meeting relapse criteria
- Event (proposal)
- Possible transition into relapse trial

pB-ALL
t(1;19)(q23;13.3)
TCF3-R by FISH

M1 marrow
FCM-MRD: < 0.01%

Initial EOI EOC

Figure 1. Differences and consequences of current vs new consensus relapse criteria: a case study. HSCT, hematopoietic stem cell transplantation; pB-ALL, precursor
B-acute lymphoblastic leukemia; TCF3-R, transcription factor 3 rearrangement.
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definitions for CR, TF, relapse, and EFS will be also useful for reg-
ulatory agencies in evaluating applications for approval of new
drugs or therapies or by expansion of the indication for an
approved drug or therapy.

During the work for this project, it was repeatedly empha-
sized that an actionable threshold for each diagnostic
method should be carefully considered, and although the
threshold may differ among various methods, the results of
FCM- and PCR-MRD are very consistent.43 This aspect is
important because the sensitivity for detection and quantifi-
cation depends on the method itself, and availability of
each method may vary between study groups. For example,
for most probes, the sensitivity of FISH testing ranges from
1% to 5%, whereas for FCM-MRD, PCR-MRD, and NGS-
MRD, much lower thresholds of disease detection are possi-
ble. Even within a given methodology, however, it is
extremely difficult to set uniform threshold levels for diagnos-
tic tests in all study groups because individual assays may
have different validated sensitivity thresholds. We provide a
supplemental Appendix comprising suggestions how thresh-
olds may be defined for different scenarios of test availability.

The authors acknowledge that the MRD technologies used to
define response and relapse may not be widely available in low-
and middle-income countries. In this case, standard morphologic
definitions should be used. However, there is also an urgent need
to establish standardized and affordable MRD technologies to
more sensitively detect patient responses and improve treatment
outcomes.

In summary, the efforts of the PDL group to establish uniform def-
initions of CR, TF, and relapse among the major international ALL
consortia, provided insights into the adaptations that individual
groups have made with the ever-advancing technologies to
detect microscopic disease in the era of molecular diagnostics.
Although it was not possible for the groups to agree on every
aspect, important progress was made to come to consensus on
major aspects of these definitions. This will facilitate a more uni-
form interpretation of treatment outcomes in newly diagnosed
patients, and perhaps even more importantly, about the benefit
of novel therapeutic interventions in patients for whom upfront
therapies fail.
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